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March = Much-Chram-Warch-Mark 

Though the magazine is the third volume, let us describe the issued month meaning soas to better meet 

the New POPE-UP-Education-Vtire level. However, the word MARCH is the 3rd month pronoun name and 

stands for “something much, something many or someone who is shaxer like and watchdog” while the 

meaning is coming from the dosoundic pronunciation.    

 

What is a university life? 

University Life is all data Bahchatting like livingcycle system which provides services and resources to 

help students succeed and offers activities that instill a sense of belonging and Mason pride.  University 

Life is also dedicated to fostering a student community that supports integrity, safety, well-being, and 

behavior that is consistent with University policy. 

 

How do you write a University essay? 

Great essay writing in 8 steps 

Understand the question. … 

Plan and schedule. … 

Read widely. … 
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Be critical. … 

Structure, flow and focus. … 

Quoting, paraphrasing and plagiarism. … 

Find a ‘study buddy’ … 

Write academically.        

 

=====----N-tree why T? 

This question is a wonderful one with a lot of worry if someone did a mistake response so let us all take 

care and think it over before answering it. However, if you have the answer and going to send to us 

please don’t hesitate to contact us via email at kadis@sowmesha.org  

How do think which one is right the below mentalpicture asking’s;  

A} Is the God’s lifebody system  B} Is the Nature system C} Is the life system it self 

D} Is the animals and wildlife potentiality system  E} Is the human creation system  

The question is concern the tree of life so please let us know how you can describe the tree of life while 

SOWMESHA University is going to answer the question at the end of 2025. This is a two years survey 

which is all about our lifetime description. 
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Affordable & Clean Energy: If you want to 

go alone, go alone but if you want to go 

fourmin, go together..!  

 

 

 

 

 

The University of SOWMESHA principally as 

usual will not be ratified anything matters 

our lifetime cycles agenda historically and 

from the first class and the second class of 

knowledge generation yet it will reccorrect, 

document and do her own monitoring and 

evaluation processes due to achieve 

bilateral knowhow edge for the current 

education system before the sustainable 

development goals (SDGs) implementation 

without any further acknowledgements 

over the third world theories classes ahead. 

Sustainable Development Goal 7 is one of 

17 Sustainable Development Goals 

established by the United Nations General 

Assembly in 2015. It aims to “Ensure access 

to affordable, reliable, sustainable and 

modern energy for all”. 

What matters Energy? 

Despite before AD (Anno-Domini) vascular 

educators or scientists describe the energy 

as in physics, that energy is the quantitative 

property that is transferred to a body or to 

a physical system, recognizable in the 

performance of work and in the form of 

heat and light. Energy is a conserved 

quantity; the law of conservation of energy 

states that energy can be converted in 

form, but not created or destroyed. 

Virtually, as an scientist preacher and writer 

who writes several books for physical social 

science knowledge studies and theology in 

which showed us a new subjective matter 

for our life cycle circumstances through 

new education subject better known as 

“MIADA GEE” and described the energy 

within it as saying “Energy is an external 

and unlimited matter from extracter and to 

interacter and as naturally is made up of 

liquid and oxygen which are such organic 

matters and as it divided into two typical 

means of actions as heat and carbon”. 

What is the goal here? 

The goal is reducing the limitation intensity 

of energy because is a key objective in long-

term purpose for climate change. I have 

access to electrical mechanisms and food 

energy so why should I care about this goal? 

God’s renewal sustainability solutions come 

after period by period and factual reasons 

after Ineffectual reasons but to assess our 

lifetime deals without knowing the way and 

the how you did contributed it and 

participates. 

 

 

 



What is the meaning of the word energy 

itself? Describe the innocence between the 

word energy and God? 

SOWMESHA University subjective books will 

expresses the analytical responses for all 

the above stated questions and partially 

others missed upon. We have to know that 

nothing permanent in this world but 

everything is making renewal roots with 

different tactual knowledge. It requires very 

little maintenance, by cheating some little 

ideal frameworks and actions in a practical 

way of life sustainability via persisting 

mechanisms in need and as it just sits out 

infront of the sun utmostively by storing 

and collecting it. 

Global Development Potentiality and 

God’s Role (GDPGV) 

This transformation of assets into capital 

reflects a basic affirmation of many people 

of religious faith: the enormous potential 

that God, as Creator, has …In monotheistic 

thought, God is usually viewed as the 

supreme being, creator, and principal 

object of faith. God is usually conceived of 

as being omnipotent, omniscient, 

omnipresent and omnibenevolent as well as 

having an eternal and necessary existence. 

God did not just create heaven and earth, 

but he created them for us. This is the most 

important point to teach our children. We 

are placed inside creation in order to sense 

it and to receive it as a gift from our 

almighty God’s hand. Our role in all of this is 

to thank, praise, serve and obey him. On 

march 28, 2022.  

GodChemistry Names…! 

Who is God to you? 

Everybody has his own descriptions but also 

know that every society has had similar 

with yours so you need to be well insider 

for all that names. 

Main Common Names: 

The word “God” ——  is Common for all 

societies. 

The word “Lord”   —— is common for some 

people in particularly christian’s.. 

The word “Allah”— is common for Arabic 

speakers. 

The word “Qada”/Kada —is common for 

Persian’s and Urdu community. 

Apart from the above mentioned names 

there is also nearby 190 names, mostly 

from across societies and with different 

languages. This issue was firstly published 

on March 18, 2022. 

 

 

 

 

 

If you need any advertisement purposes 

please don’t hesitate to contact us at 

info4all@sowmesha.org  
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